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With Brooks Currey
It ha)?pened dlll'ing the year
San Jose State wound up their
football season without a tie or
defeat. Dudley DeGroot was bead
man on the West coast team, and
Pop Warner, was present in an
advisory capacity on the coaching
staff.
During the .game, a San Jose
State player outfought an intend ..
ed pass receiver and grabbed the
ball. We weren't there, but there
is nothing more exciting than a
pass interception. Anyway, the
San Jose player returneq the ball
70 yards and the jaunt was good
for six points.
.
·
The player's name? Oh yes,
Well it was a man named Bob
Titchenal.

Minnesofa Dean
Says Ed ucafion
Too Specialized

Higher education cout·ses of
study have become so specialized
that it is difficult for the average
university faculty to communicate with each other.
Such is the opinion of Dr. T, R.
McConnell, dean of the College of
Sciences, Literature and the
Arts at the University of Minnesota. Dr. McConnell has ·been
brought here for two lectures, one
to the faculty senate Monday
afternoon and another tonight at
5:30 at a dinner in the Alvarado
* • *
,
Hotel.
Won't be long now until the
The
tendency
today
in
powers of the sagebrush circuit can universities, he said, Amerifor
select the All-Conference basket- the history department to ismake
ball team.
"little historians" and for the sciLike as not such names as Wade ences to manufacture "little
Oliver of Temple, Leon Blevins of atomic reseat•chers" instead of
Arizona, and other hot shots will viewing the broad fundamental
appear on the first team. New purpose of education.
Mexico had a rough season overHe stated it is extremely diffiall and this detracts from honor- cult to produce graduates with a
ary team selections. But, we feel background of common experi"
that a basketball player by name ence, understanding, and purpose
of .Frank Kremer should certainly when the emphasis is on profescause the judges to stop ana con- sionalization.
sider hill. ability rather than his
The main responsibility of a
team's record.
university should be to give stuKreamer is, fortunately, rather dents a broad general education
modest about his talents on the that \vill make first of all wellbasketball court. This we like to rounded human beings and will
see in any athlete. Game after create a desire for satisfying livgame Frank stole the show, and ing, he concluded.
if you'll pardon me, the ball from
Reservations for the d i nne r
the . oppositio!].. Showing expert speech tonight may be made by
abtltt~ .rcontrolling rebounds, calling Dr. Alexander at 8861,
Kreamer was instrumental in extension 330.
many Points the Lobos made during tlie· season.
Godfrey Declines
.• .j,.. This type of play is not thrilling to watch nor is it the thing To Pick St. Pat Queen
that br~gs fans to their feet.
. Carl Pharis, president of the
But it is essential to a winning
team. In any sport, possession is student chapter of the New Mexhalf the battle and Frank usually ico Society of Professional Engineers, recently received a telecame down with the ball.
gram in which Arthur Godfrey
He is a large man for a basket- declined an offer from the engiball player, weighing close to 200 neers to select their Queen of
pounds. Even with all this weight,
House.
it has continually amazed this de- Open
Godfrey .said he could not give
partment that he can move and faithful judgment in the contest
jump so well.
because of other commitments
We do. \not beg nor beseech which were pressing him for time.
members of the conference that He said that lately he had to repick the honorary team to put fuse many such offers.
Frank on it. However, we do ask
Photographs and vital statistics
that they consider his ability as of the six candidates were foran individual and not as just an- wal'ded to the radio humorist
other member of a team that lost through station KGGM. Pharis
a lot of basketball games,
said KGGM will continue to as-

Speech. Classes
To 'NMEA Meef
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· · ·:..1
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.For·Grad Women

Rodey Tix Available

F••iday, March 3Jst
129 N. TRUMAN

Arizona Dropped from
Tourney by La Salle

lee Pat•ade of 1950
TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW ONLY, WEDNESDAY,
IN SUB 9 A.M. TILL 2 P.M.
All Scats Reserved $1.50-$2.00-$2.50
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Our new CREDIT PLAN
makes it easy for you to
select your watch for as
little - - - as 10% down. Open an
account today.
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Solid Color Shirts
By

Arrow $3.65

up

Be sure you have plenty of these new Arrow solid
color shirts on hand! Good looking arid practical
addition to your wardrobe, these Arrows are
Sanforized-labeled, of cours·e - and specially cut
for body-conforming fit. Come. in for yours NOW I
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1950 Foofba/1 Hopefuls.

Plans are well underway for afternoon. While the special even1950's annual Fiesta celebration, ts are going on, booths, sponsored
Joint Planning Board chairman by various campus organizations
Rosemary Stockton said today.
will be selling their wares and
The Planning Board and Le- games near the administration
Roy Brown, general Fiesta chair- building.
man have been smoothing oue
The New Mexico Cattlegrower's
details on the spring celebration Association has donated ten sleers
for the past several weeks.
for use at the barbeque. Details
Most events are still in the for organizations on the parade
tentative stage, but the blueprints and the booths will be announced
call for the following features: later.
The entire affair will be· capThe official opening will take
place Friday, May 13, at the State ped off with the traditional
fair grounds, with an intercol- Fiesta dance Saturday evening.
legiate rodeo to be followed by an The committee is presently enopen air dance. The rodeo is being gaged in contracting for a name
sponsored by the Boots and Sad- band.
This is the third year that
dles Club, and several southwestern colleges are expected as en- Fiesta is in existence as the spring
trants. The dance will be held at · holiday at the University. Rethe fair pavilion.
cently, the voting faculty, gave
Saturday festivities will include a permanent green light to Fiesta,
a parade in the morning, a noo11 thus making the end of a two year
barbeque, and class games in tht. probationary period.

Neither Wind Nor
Rain Nor Nothing
Stops Hardy lobos
Lobo football grid machinery
is beginning to roll into high gear.
Head coach Dud DeGroot stepped
up talent production yesterday despite the wind and rain that drifted across the field.
Early minutes were once again
spent getting muscles warmed up
and working out kinks from the
day before. Then the coaching
staff got down to business.
Reeves "Ribs" Baysinger sent
his line applicants through a stiff
blocking drill, this time without
dummies. On the other end of the
field, Bob Titchenal took backfield hopefuls through their paces.
Short jump passes with active defense patterns, practice reverses,
and the taclding dummy.
The new dummy got its first
workout of the season and showed
an almost veteran understanding
of the game. It is held vertically
by two strong rubber ropes that
were fastened to a crossbar and
buried in the ground.
First efforts at bringing the
dummy to the ground almost met
with disaster. The •first two or
three men that tussled' with it
were hurled bodily from whence
they had come with alacrity.
Seems the rubber ropes are still
new, strong, and ready for the
fray.
·
When the squad members got
used to its action, the best defense was shown to be a death
grip. That way they just vibrated back and forth.
This afternoon will bring out
last year's squad. So far more
than 50 men have answered the
whistle and at least 30 or 40 more
are expected to show up today.
Scrimmages and formation
tactics will not start prior to
next week. DeGroot hopes to have
a fair idea of the squad's caliber
by this time and he may select
anything from a T-formation to
a squadruple wing by March 27.
Outside of the everyday bruises
that come from playing the game,
trainer Cecil Daniels reports that
nothing of consequence has come
of the sessions.

Administration Reports Slow Sole
On Student Five-Day- Meal Tickets
"WHILE YOU HOLD HIS ANKLES •.••" (top cut) This was the
sight that greeted prospective members of the 1950 Lobo football
team when they turned out for spring pl'actice Monday afternoon.
Coach Bob Titchenal explains the procedure while Coaches Willis
Bal'lles and Dud DeGroot look on. Below is shown the revamped coaching staff here at the University. Pictured from left to right are Bob
Titchenal, Dudley DeGroot, Willis Bames1 and l1eev101s Baysinger.

Modeling School· 1-lead
To Name St:. Pat Queen
Georgann Maltese of the Albuquerque School of :Modeling will
pick the 1950 Engineer' Queen
to reign over next weekend's
Engineers' Day celebration, it
was announced yesterday.
Mrs. Maltese will pick the
queen from the following field
of six candidates; Connie Meyer;
Elaine Jackson, Pi Beta Phi;
Carol Jean Spencer and Ann Jean
Alers, Hokona-Marron; and Betty Jean Burbonia and Barbara
Godfrey, Alpha Chi Omega.
The candidates ·will be interviewed by Mrs. Maltese to be
judged for personality, poise,
carriage and posture. Pictures
have been submitted with measurement, weight and coloring
statistics to aid the judging. .
The semi-formal dance will climax the annual celebration Saturday night in the SUB. Herbert
professor will officiate as St.
Patrick and crown the queen.
The queen will be presented
with a $100 scholarship from the

Attention,. Co-eels:
~.,

'Miss Albuquerque' Contest Opens

I

'
Arrow•s smart solid color shirts in broadcloth .or
oxford gi.ve your wardrobe welcome variety and
reflect your good taste!
They come in regular, wide spread, button-down
and many other collar styles-every shirt cllre·
fully tailored of fine fabrics.

$3.65, $3.95,$5

ARROWsnlR'lS &
UNDERWEAR

•

HANDKERCHIEf:$

•

TIES

$PO.RTS SHIRtS

by Martha Motherly
Every co-ed's dream of fame
and fortunl:i can come true for
the right girl, it was .announced
this week. That is, if the co-ed
combines those two female vil'·
tues, beauty and talent.
The Junior Chamber of Commerce nnnounced plans for the
second annual Miss Albuquerque
contest, prelimi»ul'Y to the Miss
America competiUon 1 m1<l Invited
"as tnnny entl'ies from .the· Univel'sity as nossible.''
Last year, both Miss Albu()tter·
qi.te and bel' runnllr-up Wl:ite UNM
beauties, in the pet•sons of Linda·.
lie Mock and Ni.tllcy O'l3tlen.

No. 43

Plans For Fiesta, Day
Begin to Take Shape

•••

WATTS
lAUNDRY

Pictures for activity tickets will
be taken for the last time this
semester on March 14, from 9
a. m. to 3 p. m. in the Student
Council office, room 1 of the SUB.

PHONE
3-5671

DAILY

'

Last Chance Today

~--~----------------~

THE NEW MEXICO·

· · ·· Page 4
Tuesday, March 14, 1950

Tickets are available for all re.The faculty of Barnard College, maining nights of University
Speech therapy cl!lsses of the
speech department have been in. Columbia University, is giving a Theater's "Another Language,"
· vi ted to attend a spring meeting . Public Service Fellowship award Box Office · Manager Ted Kehoe
of N.M.E.A.' Section for Excep- for 1950-51 to graduate women said. The show will run through
ti.onal Children, it was announced from approved institutions in next week. Tomorrow nigbt's perwestern states,
today by Fred M, Chreist.
formance would be the best to atThe fellowship of $1,800, an an- tend, Kehoe added. Students may
The meeting will be held a't
Carrie Tingley Hospital for Crip- nual award, is being offere'd now use activity cards but must have
pled Children in Hot Springs on for a year of graduate study in them punched at the Rodey Hall
fields of the social sciences at any box office before tickets will be
Saturday, March 18.
reserved ..
Chreist has announced the pro- approved college or university.
To be eligible, an applicant for
gram will consist of guided tours
through the hospital, a series of this fellowship must be a U.S. Delta Sig's Hold Dance
nine addresses, and a · luncheon. citizen, have received or be asDelta Sigma Phi fraternity
The party will go in private cars. sured of receiving a bachelor's held
a dance Saturday night at the
degree
not
earlier
than
May,
1942
An invitational brochure stressed
chapter house~ In addition to
or
later
than
July,
1950
from
a
the purpose of the meeting is "to
dancing to record music, the
make available to those people college or university on the ac- guests were. entertained with sevinterested in New Mexico's chil- , cepted list of the Association of eral skits put on by the members.
dren, an opportunity to learn what American Universities.
The applicant must show spewe are doing for our crippled
cial ability and interest in the
children."
·
social sciences, proniise of future
Goal of the organization is usefulness in the public service,
stated as: "An adequate program and be o;f good moral cbaracter
of. education and special services and suitable personal qualities.
for every exceptional child in New
Candidates must submit i:egular
Mexico." .
application furnished by ProfesRoger L. Slocum, president, will sor Basil Rauch, faculty commitbe in charge.
tee chairman. April 1, 1950 is the
deadline for applications and
recommendations to reach the
Hibben Will Address
committee. Directions will be enSTUDENT'S BUNDI.. E
closed with the application blank.
Scientists in Geneva
Acceptance of the fellowship
WASHING- SHIRTS
obligates the recipient to devote
Word has been received here herself entirely to the plan of
DRY CLEANING
that Dr. Frank C. Hibben, asso- study· outlined in her application.
ciate professor of anthropology,
has been invited to make two ·adSelf-Service
dresses before the International
Congress of Sciences meeting in
Geneva, Switzerland, August 25ONE BLOCK UP Y.ALE
27.
In his first speech on the "Pro2203 E. Silver
gress of Anthropology in the U.
S. since 1941," he will be representing the International Congress of the Americanists. In his
second. address on "The Place of
the United States in the Anthropological Reconstruction of Europe," Dr. Hibben will be the official representative of the U. S.
8:20P.M.
State Department.
All nations of the world are due
to attend except Russia and her
ICE ARENA
sattelites.
.

Arizona, the Southwest's leading candidate for national basketball honors, was knocked out of
the National Invitation Tournament in New York, Saturday, by
a rugged La Salle squad.
The Philadelphia team, ranked
lOth in the nation, overcame a
lead Arizona held most of the
game, and went on to win in the
=si=s~t-=e=n~gi='n::e::e:.:rs:.::in:..::se::l=.ec:.:t::in~g=-=a~q=.:u::e::e::n.:...__:l::a::.st:.·.:s·=ev.:..e::n:....:.::minutes of play, 72-66.

VERI·THIN
lilt ~UCIS!ON WATCI{

.:_ ···- ·:..:.-._.:·..

.

The sponsors stressed tlte importance of talent, a must in the
nationnl competitions, and urged
all singers, .artists, actresses and
so forth to enter.
Ehtries will be accepted im·
mediately, and the JayCees will
handle applications through The
Daily tobo. There is no limit for
the number of entries from any
organization. Just send name, addtess, and tel¢phone number to
this newspaper.
. .
Albuquerque judging will talte
plac4:\ in The Little Theatre, and
many merchants have already of·
fered valuable _pl:izi:!S to the win·
nets.

modeling school after the crowning Saturday.
Each engineering department
will sponsor exhibits to be shown
at an open house :Friday which
is to commence the weekend activities. The open house will be
open to the public.
All activities will be conducted
according to a newly adopted
code which seeks to moderate the
holiday.

Engineering Profs
Contribute to Show
A three-day electrical appliance
show held in Gallup on March 2,
3 and 4 was given a boost by several exhibits of electricity provided bl" Allen D. Wooten and
John A. Jacobson, instructors in
the department of electrical engineering.
Purpose of the free show was to
promote use of electrical appliances, and was sponsored by the
Gallup .Power . and Light Company. Demonstrations were con•
ducted in th,e old armory building.

The administration reported
yesterday that since the new
optional meal ticket plan went
into effect Friday, only 25 per
cent of students purchasing tickets have taken advantage of
the new five-day plan.
Student leaders expressed bewilderment today at the 75 to 25
ration in favor of the old, sevenday ticket system. The figures
were made on the basis of sales
reported for the current meal .
period, after it was decided to
make a five-day option available
to students.
It was expected that students
would favor the five-day meal
system by an overwhelming majority. Explanations of the fiveday flop varied. Some reports
had it that many of those who
are required to buy tickets, decided that a five-day ticket was
l.not enough of a difference to
make the change worthwhile.
On the other side of the fence,

it was guessed that student leaders may have been off base in
assuming a wide-spread discontent with the dining hall.
Indications· are that the optional system will remain in effect
at least for the remainder of th~
semester. The situation was being
surveyed skeptically by both administration and students.
Comptroller Richard Strahlem
told The Daily Lobo that if the
optional system created a loss in
dining hall operations, the administration would be forced to
discontinue the setup.
And students leading the fight
against compulsory meal ticl<et
purchasing let it be known that
they weren't through by a longshot.
A Marron Hall resident told
this newspaper that the dormitory
residents weren't given sufficient
notice to take full advantage of
the new system.
And so the speculation goes on.

ir
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More Delay•• ••

New Dorm lsn't Ready for Kirtlanders
Kirtland students,
delayed
again this week in their effort
to move into the new dormitory,
were told today that the mass
migi·ation should· get underway
no later than the first of next
week.
Undue optimism was blamed by
the administration as the reason
for the continual postponements.
"It's now up to .the architect
to release the building to us,"
Dean of men Howard V. Mathany,
told the Daily Lobo. "The top
floor has been okayed, and furniture is now being moved in."
When moving operations do begin, he said, the same order that
was announced last week will remain In effect.
M e a n w h II e, Kirtland-Dorm

leaders are making plans for an
elaborate open house, which il!l
tentatively set for a few weeks
after the students are in the
dormitory. The entire University
will be invited to see the interior
of the world's largest pueblo type
structure.
Finishing touches on the building will be continued even as the
students move m. Full facilities
are expected to be available by
the end of the month.

All students who plan to gradn·
ate in June '50 should contact the
graduate office .AS SOON .AS
POSSIBLE.

Angna Enters Here Tuesday
The University Program Series shortly to draw up the schedule
will present Miss Angnn Enters for next year. Describing this
in tlie eighth attraction of the first yeat's operations as "very
year .next Tuesday evening at satisfactory,'' Dr. Smith . called
8:15 in the SUB ballroom .. Stu- on the student body to advise the
dents will be admitted on activity' Committee of their preferences
for the series next year.
tickets.
Only one a ttractio11 has been
Miss Enters has been described
as "a one woman theatre,'1 her definitely scheduled, he said, the
interpteations gaining lter wide widely-known Don Cossack chonational recognition as a "mime", rus engaged for November. OtherIn addition to her dancing, Miss . wise he sald the slate is. wide
Enters is the author of five boks o}len. Because of the anticipated
drop . in revenue from activitv
on the a1•ts.
Dr. Sherman Smith, director of tickets, ttext yeat's program will
student affairs, said that the probnbly have to be somewhat
Cultutnl Committee will :mset smaller than the ten program

series arranged for this year.
So far this year, students have
seen Richard Dyer-Bennett, Ogden Nash, William L. Shirer,·
Gra:t Ballet, the Austrian Student
Good Will Group, ahd Kenneth
Spencer. Remaining on the pro•
gram after Miss Enters are the
Albaneri Trio and George Robert,
pianist.
.
Students may indicate their
pl:eference as to type of program
by either. writing Dr•. Smith or
The Daily Lobo, The series for
next year will be planned within
the next week to ten d.ays1 it wall
learned.
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National Advertising Service, Inc.
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Night Editor this issue
Betty Rebal
All editorials, unless otherwise s-ioned, are by the editor. The Daily
Lobo does not assume tltat opinions ex7n·essed in columns aud editorials
are thqse of the majority of the student body. Contributions to the
Letterip column must be accom7Janied l1y na·me and address as evidence
of good faith, and may be cut if exceeding 350 wo1·ds.
·
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DANGEROUS CURTAilMENT
Announcement has befln made this past week of cuts in
personnel at the Veterans Administration Hospital and OutPatient Service, regional office, in Albuquerque.
The services to be cut have been left to the discretion of
the managers at each installation. It is interesting to note
where these cuts were made.
The cuts have been almost entirely in the adjustive services, social work, psychology, occupational therapy, and
recreation.
The medical service of the VA has come a long way, both
in its philosophy and work since the conclusion of World War
II. There has been a recognition of the fact that almost half
the admissions to general medical and surgical hospitals as
well as one hundred percent of admissions to OP hospitals
are the result of the emotional state of the veterans or physical illnesses that have a strong emotional factor.
There has been a recognition of the field of psychosomatic
medicine-the inter-relation of the mind to the functions of
the body, and vice-versa.
To correct these physical conditions, the emotional problems must be solved, and it is here that the adjustive services function. Yet it is here that the proposed cuts are to be
made. This, service organizations and veterans must not
. .. "
permxt

I

JOB-PORTUNITIES

General Electric corporation,
which hired 110 college men in
1949, plans to· hire bet\veen 30
and 40 in 1950. Sears Roebuck &
Co. has been forced to stop its
college visiting program entirely.
In view of this critical situation
Amherst College feels a special
responsibility towards its graduating class. Eugene S. Wilson, associate dean and occupational
counselor, has outlined a sevenpoint program in which all seniors are urged to take part. A
faculty committee on guidance
and placement has been established to put the program into
effect.
The student first fills out a questionnaire concerning his qualifications and his choice of occupation. He then goes to Converse Libral,'y on the campus, where th~

I

number of boo1{s on the career
,guidance shelves has recently been
doubled. Vocational interest tests
are also available. When thl:!se
steps have been followed and ·the
student is thoroug~1::y acquainted
with the subject matter in his
prospective field, interviews will
be arranged with alumnj and traveling personnel representatives of
large corporations.
This is the ye::r that the colleges will graduate their first completely post-war class, which
means that a larger number of
students than ever before will receive degrees in June. According
to forecasts, .1950 will also mark
the end of the post-war boom in
American business. Instead of expanding as it has done in the three
previous years, industry will be
attempting to consolidate the
gains already made.

New Mexico Lobo Society
2-5523

Krenek's Symphony
Staged Tomorrow

The University o:f Colorado is
planning to build a Memorial Student Union, honoring alumni who
lost their lives in World Wars I
and II.

Copyrigl•t 1950 by Etqulr., Inc.

Roprinled from 'Junuary 19SO ~ssue of Esquire

"Did you ring, Sir?"
•

LETTERIP

•

•·

•

Voice of the Students

to go, nothing to do, where I
come from--"
I would like to tell these people
what to do and where to go/. Do
they think that kind of thing is
smart or that it gets anything
accomplished? Why did they come
out here? If they don't like it,
why do they stay? Do they think
New Mexicans like this sort of
thing? (There are people from
New Mexico attending the University, you know.)
I am an easterner myself,
though no fault of my own. I
came out here by choice, and I
like it. There are some undesirable
features as there are anywhere,
hut that is no excuse for a lot
of petty griping. Let's try looking at things realistically for a
change and giving ourselves a
chance to realize just how far•
tunate we are to be a student at
the University of New Mexico.
Art Riffenburgh

Talent Not Enough
Dear Editor:
Among the hazy maze of contradictory statements that still
becloud the Robert Cox affair,
a few facts stand out sharp and
well-defined, undenied and apparently undeniable:
(1) Cox did receive $325 from
the photographer who took the
Mirage pictures.
(2) Cox was, at the same time,
receiving :j\75 a month from student funds for his duties as Mirage editor, which included among many other things the select-

Ll'l. ABNER
THANK YO' FO' SHOWIN' ME 'iORE
KNEES, LADY. AH'L.L. NE:'IIAH
FO'Gtr 'EM- BUT, 'rHE'Y <.lESr
HAIN''r 'rH' KIND
GOE5

OVERBOARD

I

ion of the photographer who took
these pictures.
(3) This· amount must have
come out of the photographer's
profit margin.-otherwise the
whole venture would not have
.
made him any money.
(4) Therefore the photographer
would have been equally willing
to take a sum $325 less than the
original contract price, and the
price per picture to the students
could have and should have been
correspondingly reduced (to less
than the dollar actually charged).
In view of these facts, the conclusion that Cox diverted student
funds to his own use seems rather
hard to avoid. And these facts
are not altered by arguments that
the agreement was written into
a contract; by arguments that
some members of the Publications
Board knew of the rebate; by arguments that such kickbacks
have occurred before, either on
the Mirage or elsewhere; by
Wallerstein's apology for Cox; by
the glossing-over of the affair by
the Lobo; or by arguments that
Cox's conduct since the scandal
has been exemplary.
And especially they are not
altered by arguments that Cox's
political opponents deliberately
uncovered the affair in order to
ruin him as a campus political
power and thereby disc1·edit by
association .the things he favored
and fought for.
For Cox was going to be an
idealistist and a Socialist; and he
had come to think of himself as
the leader of the university's masses. Already he had, by his brii·
Hance and political sagacity, be·
come the most important of all
'Campus politicians. And there
were possibilities of his continuing
his role of liberal leade1'ship into
local and even national political
levels.
And although such legal experts
as Clark and Marshall tell us
that he could be prosecuted for
embezzlement or conspiracy to de·
fraud, what Cox did was no worse
than what many an average per·
son (perhaps you or I) would
have done under the same circmnstances, when $325 (which means
80 shirts or 4.00 meals or 1300
heel's) was there for the asking.
The task of leading the common
people and of accelerating the
pl'o.cess of social chan~e is one
of llllportance, of real value, and
perhaps even of glory. But it
requires that the lender i.tse his
talents, energy1 and courage endlessly and unstmtingly to advance
thE! interests of the people. It re•
qmres :further that he must use
all his power to prevent any as•
sociations of "badness" clouding
the people's cause in a dnrlc aura
of "badness''· This means that
not only his o:fficial li£e, but also
his pet•sonal li:Jle must be beyond
reproach. And this means some•
what more than i.\ person who
Is .willing to sell liberalism for
$325.
Mere talent is not enough.
Alan Odondahl, Edwerd
Abbey, John V. Conn.

•

Morton Schoenfeld
The Albuque~:que Civic Symphony will present the . world
priemier of Ernst Krenek's "Fifth
Symphony" tomorrow at 8:15 p.
m. in Carlisle gymnasium.
Morton Schoenfeld, member of
the music faculty of the University, will pc1;;form. Liszt's "Piano
Concerto in Eb Major" Other
works on the program include
"The Moldau" by Smetana, and
''Rienzi Overture" by Wagner.
The premiere of Krenek's symphony will mark the second time
in the last year that the orchestra
has been so honored. The :first
time was last year when they
performed the premiere of Arnold
Schoenburg's "Survivor from
Warsaw.''

Relax and Read
A Good Book
Now that the four-weeks tests
are over and. you got all A grades,
you can relax and enioy your~elf
a little. Why not spend some t1me
and read a book ?
llere are three books that are
exceptionally good reading:
TALES OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC by James A. Michener (Macmillan, $3.00-also available in an
abridged reprint :for $ .25)
Yes this is the book upon
which' tile musical play "South
Pacific" was based. The play, however used only two of the stories.
The 'ones they didn't use are the
best ones, too. It also won the Pulitzer Prize, incidentally.
This book is probably the best
writing to .have come, so ~ar, :from
the second world war. It 1s, I suppose, a kind,of war boo]l:, but o~ly
insofar as 1t deals w1th service
men in the south Pacific region
who are there to fight a war. Only
one story deals with combat.. .
The keynote .of the book 1s ~ts
simplicity-and the realness o:f 1ts
characters. ~'here is no c.entral
plot, as such. The book can be
read all at one sitting-or read a
story at a time. Whichever way
you 1·ead it, I thinlt you'll be glad
you did.
OCCUPATION: WRITER by
Robert Graves (Creative Age
Press, $4.00)
Tills book is a difficult one to
review prope1•ly. It is not a connected book; it cannot be rend all
at one sitting. Parts of it a~·e exceptionally good, pa1·ts of 1t not
so good, but none of it falls to
mediocre Ol' bad.
The book is a collection of es·
says, plays, stories, and literary
what-not. At its best, it is wonderful. At its worst, it is stil11•eadFOR SALE
1936 FORD. SEDAN
See it at 518 S. 1-Iei'mosa.

Graham Elected
New SPE President
Richard S. Graham, Silver City,
was elected president of Sigma
Phi Epsilon at the chapter meeting March 13,
'
Other officers were: Charles
Gassaway, vice-president; John
Miller, secretary; and Jay Ei·matinger; historian. Ritual officers
for next year will be: Rod eric
Phibbs, senior marshal; Clarke
Lehew, junior marshal; and Francis Castillo, guard.

Associated Women's
Committee to Meet

The Association of Women
Students will have a nominating
committee meeting tomorrow at
5 p. m. in Miss Mary Carmignani's office. All graduating
senior members of the A WS council must attend.
.
The civil engineers are having
The new president to be elected
an open house l<'riday and Saturby AWS will be sent to the AWS
day in their new building in the
regional convention at Oklahoma
200 block on North University, W.
Mary Spaberg was elected Sig- University, Norman, Okia., from
C. Wagner, head of the depart- rna Alpha Iota president at a April 3 to 5.
ment has announced.
meeting held March 7 in the Music
Rosemary · Stockton, present
Highlight of the affair will be building. She will preside for the president of the association, will
the testing by the department of 1950-51 term.
be sent as the official delegate
all building blocks submitted by
Other of"icers of the music of the chapter. She will lead a
home builders for strength and honorary elected were: Barbara discussion group on student- facdrability. Anyone who is. building, Gri:ffin, . _v\c;e~prl)!!tctent.;... ,B_everly ... ulty relations at the convention •
a home and wopld like to know the Burke, recording secretary; June
quality of the material he is us- Nordeen, corresponding secreing is asked to bring a sample tary; Frances Craig, treasurer;
l\lrs. Ethyl Winn, chaplain; Pat
block in by tomol'l'ow morning.
Also featured in the program Dickson, editor; and Suzanne
will be a display of building ma- Hernandez, sergeant at arms.
Thursday evening, SAl memtel:ials, highway construction maJames H. lrwin, graduate stuterials, equipment for sanitary· bers were guests of the University dent
geology, was elected presiengineering and phases of build! Music Hour on radio station dent in
of
Kappa Alpha fraternity
ing construction.
KVER.
Monday.
Also elected were: WilStudents, other than engineers,
Mae Beth Ridings was the vocal lis W, Babb,
vice- president; and
who wish to attend the open soloist and Miss ·Hernandez was Robert A. Figge,
secretary.
house will be admitted between 9 the piano soloist. The SAl choir
The
new
officers
elected
a. m. and 5 p. m. Friday and Sat- sang "What Will Love Do" and for a term ending in were
March
1951.
urday, Wagner ,said.
other selections.
Irwin succeeds Don H. W olking
as president of the :KA. chapter.
Elections were also held by the
able and highly entertaining.
cannot tolerate each other. Their Kappa Alpha pledge class who
The erudite Mr. Graves (au- lives, jealousies, hopes, and chil- elected the following men: James
thor of I, C L A U D I U S and dren make up the story. Against Henry, president; J. T. Lewis,
CLAUDIUS . THE GOD among this central theme is woven the vice-president;. and Pat Heard,
others) treats here such diversi- rich fabric of life in that time in social chairman.
The new men elected by the acfied subjects as the art and _use that area.
.
.
The book is wholesome, v1vid, tive chapter will take office next
of profanity, the use of pri$per
English in writing, royal incest and entertaining, but above all it week as soon as appointive chapin ancient Rome, and a score of is humorous. It is a long book but ter offices are filled.
it is not dull and it is worth the
other matters.
For reading that is different, reading.
Note to men: do not think that
always provocative, but somewhat
it is primarily a woman's book.
wry, try this one.
The men who have read it enTHE PEACEABLE KINGDOM joyed it as much or more than the
by Ardyth Kennelly (Houghton women who read it.
Mifflin, $3.00)
This is the witty, intimate, and ·
inimitable story of Mormons liv- Dl"ive t-!earing End
ing in polygamy·in Salt Lake City
Red Cross headquarters reports
in the 1880's. It is not a sordid
story-it does not preach, pro or that ·the drive he1·e will probably
con, of the Mormon beliefs-it is be completed by March 20. To
merely a humorous, human story date, 22 of the 44 departments, divisions and colleges have conwith an unusual locale.
One man has t\vo wives who tributed $332.00 to the Red Cross.

Civil Engineers
Hold Open House

Eastern New Mexico University claims to be the first college
to sponsor a college rodeo. Students ·at ENMU have elected a
9.ueen for this :~;ear's rodeo, which
IS set for Apr!I 21. She. will be
crowned with a Stetson. Now
there's a crown that's useful.

One Happy Man

By Eliott Grubbs
Bald-headed men have he.ard
discouraging news again.
"No preparation known today
will grow hair on a bald head,''
reported doctors at a recent medical convention in Chicago. "Furthermore," they said, "baldness
cannot be prevented or even slowed in its approach.
It's. an old story to the boys
of the bald brigade. Periodically,
their hopes have soared at news
that wondrous hair-restoring solutions had been developed. Each
time an authoritative medical·
pronouncement0 has blasted their
dreams.
Smooth-toppers derive one grim
bit of satisfaction from the convention report.
They've always been haunted
by the possibility that they overlooked a potent hair-saving formula which would have rescued
them from their fate. Now, since
there's no hope, they can relax.

New Construction
Won't Cut Student
Park.in.g Facilities

Construction of a new classroom · building scheduled t!> begin soon on the site of the present main parking lot won't cut
materially into available student
parldng space, it was learned today,
Automobile owners who have
been worrying about a parking
shortage because of the new building were advised today that oiling and grading has been completed on the huge new lot, just
east of the President's home.
Capacity of the new lot"i"s expected to be at least that of the
old, Students only will be permitted to use the new lot, faculty
members being restricted to the
marked faculty areas.

The average time spent in
school activities was only 4,5
hours each week. "This is much
too low," says Dr. Miller. "Carthage freshmen are about average
in the time they spend in social
and leisure hours, but are low in
study time and school activities.
Of course waste time is high, and
it is from this department that
study time and school activity
time should be improved."

Dear Editor:
This letter has nothing to say
about campus politics. It will not
deal with any "problems of :race.''
It will not try to defend or tear
down fraternities or sororities.
No, it doesn't even represent the
efforts of another who dedicated
his literary talents ( ?) to the current pastime of attempting to
make everyone believe the worst
about Mssrs. Cox, Sullivan, and
Wallerstein. What I have to say
includes all these aspects and'
everything else that goes to make
this University what it is.
Most of us are interested in
and concerned about some or all
of these and other school matters.
This interest and concern with
ensuing constructive criticism is
very important and a good thing.
With this attitude is found a
minority (we hope) of those who
derive much satisfaction from
sounding off upon the slightP.st
provocation with a teriffic variety
of complaints. "Not enough curricular advisement." "Too much
curricular interference by instructors.'' "The school is too hard."
"The school is too easy.'' "Back
home we know how to do it right.''
"Back East they use some sense
about such things.'' "Classrooms
are too small, too big, too smoky,
too drafty, too many veterans,
not enough parking space"--I
could go on. And poor Albuquerque! "t..ops too mean, streets not
paved, no decent places to buy
clothes, too much dust, no place

Hopes Dashed for Hairless HeadS

ELAINE JACKSON, Edi~or

'!
~~-----------------------------------·

·"'

The average Carthage College
freshman studies 21.1 hours per
week, 9r slightly over three hours
l per day, according to a survey
taken recently in freshman orientation c!as~;. The study habits unit
the course is directed by Dr.
Editorial and Btuiiness offices in the Journalism Building. Tel. 2-5523 of
Fran){ B. Miller, director of stuPubUs~ed Tuesday througiJ Friday of the regular college :v·ear, except during holiday
dent personnel. The average freshand examination periods, by the Associate Students of the University of New Mexico,
man
wastes 14.3 hours per week,
Entered as set'Ond class matter at the post office, Albuquerque, August I, 1913, under
or about two hours each day, and
the act pf March 3, 1~79. Printed by the University Printing Plant. Subscription
rate, $3.00 Per school year, payable In adv11nce.
then spends anotller 2.4 hours
each day in leisure time.
"II:PAICBBNTBD P'OR NATIO'iAL. ADVartTtSINQ QV

Ed Glaser ........ , .. , ............. , .... Editor-in-Chief
Betty Bentley ...........•......•..... , . Man~:tging Editor
Bill Richardson ........................ Associate Editor
Hank Jacobs ............ , . ; .......... Business Manager
Edward Garvanian ............... : . . Circulation Manager

·

·'High Forehead Division• •••

Sigma Alpha Iota

Elects New Officers

J. Irwin Named
New KA President
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Chi Omega Initiates·
fourteen at fez Club
Initiation ceremonies for fourteen new meml,Jers of Alpha Chi
Omega sorority were held M;onday night at the chapter house.
The new members were guests
of their pledge mothers at a dinner at the Fez Club preceeding
the initation. They received gifts
and gardenia corsages :from their
sponsors.
Those initiated are; Helen
Casabonne, Sally Trangmor, Rachel Blachly, Betty Jean Bourbonia, Patsy Briggs, Dorothy
Hawkins, Mary Louise Stubbs,
Del!ires Smith, Joyce Rakestraw,
Mary Ann Erbe, Catherine Cass,
!.ily~ Kyle Me Donald, Phyllis
Burk, and Evelyn Huls.

Business Ad Frat
Holds Barn Dance
Gamma Iota Chapter of Delta
Sigma Pi, international business
administration fraternity, held a
barn dance Saturday night at tire
East Mesa Airport.
Social Chairman Ed Gorey was
in charge, and music was furnished by The Westerners~ The
dance was lield for all actives,
pledges, and alumnae of the fraternity.
Representatives from other organizations: Phi Gamma Nu: Betty Keams and June Stovall; Commerce Club: Carl Wolf and Chuck
Weber; Alpha Kappa Psi: Don
Blasey, Bill Fullridr;e, Bob Sturtevant, and Don Paulson.
A formal dance sponsored by
the three campus business organizations is being planned for next
month.

Summer Courses

University of M1drid
Study and ·Travel

A rare opportunity to enjoy 'llemorable experiences in
learning and living! For students, teachers, others yet to
discover fascinating, histori:
cal Spain. Courses include
Spanish language, art and
culture. Interesting recreational program included.
For details, write now to
SP ANIRH STUDENT
TOURS
500 Fifth Ave.,
New York 18, N.Y.

Student to bnl.,Y slt In e><ehrtnl!'o !or prl•
vnte room, bnth, Within wnlklnl!' dlstilnco

c.

Rari 1/oral
.

'

1910 E. Central

.'

Phone 9895

CORSAGES
Gardenias .... -· . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . $1.50' ea.
Camelias .. ~ ..•........•......•........ , 1.50 ea.
Carnations ... .' ................ \.. .. .. .. . 1.50 up
Orchids ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4.00 up
Roses ...•..." • , ....•. , .....• . . . . . . .
.50 per bloom
Boutonnieres ................
·soc
f
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ST. PATRICI<'S DAY
GREEN GARDENIAS
Corsages' Slng]e .............................. . $1.50
DOuble ..........................· . 2.50
3.25
Triple
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positively psychological
what COLOR can do for you!
Introvertive? ..• Frustrated? .•• Full of complexes? ••.
Van HQusen prescribes color! Pale tints, bright pastels,
he-man shades-every color to color your personality!
And you get that "what-a-man" look from Van Heusen
tailoring and smart collar models, featuring widespread Van Bold with half.inch stitching and extra·
wide center pleat, $3.95.

Anew shirt free if your Van Heusen shrinks out ofsize!
.
I

I

Green Cantation Corsage, $1.00 up
Green Carnations (in box:), $3.00·$G.OO per dozen

Flowers fo.r All Occasions

Losh.

FOR SALE
8l,4 x 4'4Spccd Grnllhle with Zel.a T••·
bnr lene 1 10 hold~ra, tnlle, nltera, See Mr,
Congor, Jourunllsln bel>t. Phone 2~4 •

.

I

of. Unlv~rlllty, l'b(lno o•47SO. Mrs. Rich,

nrd

I

,I

Ph. 5-5685

WANTED:

II

WEUDINGS

PARTIES
HOME DECORA'l'iONS
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS

PHILLIPS·JONES CORP,, NEW YOR.t 1, N, Y.

·-
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Griggs Still Top
Golf Contestant

Three Casualties
Down Tennis Hopes

L!!.te news from the Lobo linksmen still shows Peter. Griggs in
top spot on the medal-play ladder.
. Friday the gl,'een grass giants
will tangle with La!l Cruces team
from NuMex A & M. It will be
the opening match in defense of
the '49 Border conference crown.
Saturday, the golfers will jour.
ney to El Paso for a tilt with
Texas Western. ·
·
Coach John Pear has scheduled
another 18 holes of play before
picking out his team, both travelmg and home, Pear's selections
are expected to be announced
either tomorrow or Thursday,
Standings in the 'medal-play
ladder play show George Capoun
in .second position, Burton Smith
in third spot followed by Paui
Halter, Jim Ortega, LeRoy Olson,
AI Martin, AI Boyd Jr., Clyde
Ellis, Jim Frost, Hal Ferguson
and Dick Whitehead.
Ortega is a .freshman and not
eligible for the team, but the
medal play is open to both frosh
and varsity.

Ne.uro-Surgeon
To Speak Tonight
Dr. Leroy Miller, Albuquerque
neuro-surgeon, is scheduled to
speak at the Cerebral Palsy Day
School, 1831 N. Broadway, tonight
at 7:30.

'

DAILY· LOBO SPORTS
Intramural Track.

• •

Pi Kappa Alpha leads With 26 Points
prohibited· :from wearing spiked
shoes which accounts for the time
in such events as the hundred
yard dash and the hurdle events.
Yesterday, the last half of the
meet was run off. The events included the high jump, shot put,
low hurdles, 880-yard dash, 220yard dash, and 880-yard relay.

UNM Rodeo Team
Nabs Fifth Place

University rough riders took
fifth place in the Sui Ross rodeo
in Alpine, T.exas last weekend.
Richard Thompson took team
point honors by winning second
place in bull dogging and teamed
up with Tuffy Cooper to take a
third in team tying.
"Enrolled veterans who have
There were 11 schools and 169
not received authorization notices riders,
and what not enfor subsistence checks should con- tered inropers,
the meet. Four men were
tact the V. A. office," John Dolza- entered under the Cherry and Sildelli, veterans affairs officer an-- ver of the University.
nounced.
Rodeo team members will now
This announcement applies to point for the April 1 and 2 comnew ;as well as re-enrolled stu- petition to be held in San Frandents, Dolzadelli added.
cisco's Cow Palace. A full sixThe V. A. office is located in the man team will represent the Lotesting and counciling building bos in the Palace.

Vets Subsistence
Notices Past Due

Phi Tau Appointees
Charles Bowen and Harold
Hartwell were appointed rush
charmen of Phi Kappa Tau Mon~ay night by Wil Gulowsen, presIdent. Other officers appointed
were: Wallace Cecil, athletic
chairman; Bernard James editor and historian; and Fred Wong
social chai~man.
'

WP!'<t of t.hP

Don Quixote de Ia 'Smoke Filled Room' • •

University Program

Brooks Currey, Editor

Lobo tennis hopes took a sudden turn for the worse yesterday
when Coach Joe Palaia announced
•
three casual ties.
Boob l<:ayne, top doubles team
member, will be unable to compete at Las Cruces and El . Paso
~his. F~iday and Saturday. KaYIJ.e
1s hEWing .a tussle with the :flu
bug.
· ·
Pi Kappa Alpha took command
· David Ong, two-year letterman, of the. in.tramural track meet in
has not been able to get in the Monday's events. The Pikes ran
necessary practice licks and will up a total of 26 points, scoring in
not make the trip,
'
six of the seven events that were
,Bud Catron, soph hot shot, will held.
stlCk around the home plate in an
Phi Delta Theta moved into the
effort to straighten out his law number two ~>Pot, having 12 points
studies.
Sigma Chi was third with 111;2. '
Bruce Pieters, another promis- . Coach Roy Johnson was present
ing soph, will probably take over m hopes that some of the entries
the top singles slot, Pieters has would show promise enough for
been .getting glowing compliments the Lobo track team. Monday's
on hts play to date, and is rat'ed :results did not list any exceptional
top man.
times or distances. All entries are
Pieters will join Harry Montgomery in the doubles tilt, Montgomery being the steadying influence with a previous letter
award.
Balance of the traveling team
will be named by Palaia today.

\,,
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·TODAY; Jonson Gallery showing work by Olavi Sihvonen, 3:30
to 5:30 p. m. at 1909 Las Lomas.
Newman Club meeting, Mi:ss Colleen ·Chisholm in charge, 7 p. m.
in SUB basement lounge, UNM
Forensic 3ociety meeting, Mr.
Ralph Brutsche in charge, 7 p. m.
in room 16, B-1 Boots and Saddle '
Club meeting, Mr. John Donnell
in charge, 7:30 p. m. in room
5, Y-1.
TOMORROW: Navy Glee Club
meeting, 1 p, m., SUB basement
lounge. Interfraternity Council
meeting 4 p, m. in SUB north
lounge. Phi Alpha Theta meeting,
4 p. m. in SUB basement lounge.
USCF meetign, 5:30 p. m. in SUB
basement lounge. Student Council
meeting, 7 p. m. in Student Council room. Dames Club meeting,
7:30 p. m. in SUB basement
lounge KappaMu Epsilon meeting,
7:30 p. m. in Stadium 20. Kappa
Psi meeting, 7:30 p .. rn. in SUB
north lounge. Phi Sigma meeting,
7:30p.m. in Biology 6. Tau Club
meeting 7:30 p. m. in SUB south
lounge.

•

By Bob Cox
Prof. Dorothy I. Cline of the department of government
and the division of government research formally withdrew
from the City Commission race last night. Miss Cline's poten~
tial candidacy drew its most attention two weeks ago when
State Senator Joe A. Montoya threatened to work for a University budget cut if professors were not forbidden to take
active interest in politics.
Miss Cline listed as factors in her decision the difficulty of
campaign financing "for persons with modest salaries who do
not desire to use public office for personal gain" and "the
high percentage of -voters who stay at h()me on election day
and do not bother to become concerned about local affairs."
(One Albuquerque faction known to have substantial
backing from the state machine is prepared to spend $25,000
on the commission battle, ~he Lobo learned yesterday.)
At the time of her withdrawal, Miss Cline was :;tsSured a
position on an independent slate which claims. both organized
labor and small-business support.
"Albuquerque should move forward with some permanent citizen's organization with the chief job of electing candidates to office who are committed to serve the interest of
all the people," Prof. Cline stated.
"It is a matter of deep personal regret not to be able at
thi's time to become a candidate for an office with so many
opportunities to serve the city and the taxpayers," her statement concluded.
Miss Cline would have taken 23 v,,~,.l:t
'

;.-~.;.,:, , ,

'
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People didn't place any stock in Don Quixote when the slightly demented character went
dueling windmills years ago. But times are different and so are politics. Montoya's illfounded charges and threats are regarded as partial reasons for Prof. Cline's withdrawal
f_r_o_m_t_h_e_C_I_·t_y_C_o_m_m_I_·s_si_o_n_r_ac_e_._s_E_E__E_D_I_T_O_R_IA
__L_O
__
N_P
__
A_G_E__T_VV_O~·---------------~---ru_l_Ie_v_e_ls_o_f_g_o_ve_r_n_m_e_n~tal

NOTICE
Anyone interested in writing
!>ports copy, including intramurals
is asked to notify either Brooks
Currey or leave their name in the
Lobo office. At least two people
are needed.

I
DOROTHY HART
Lovely Denison Alumna, says:
"Chesterfield was my cigarette in
college and it's my cigarette today.
They're always MILDER."

1/(U'-t'.

I'

Students and townspeople will
have another opportunity to hear
the world premiere of a musical
work this evening in Carlisle gymErnest Krenek's new orchestral
work "Svmphony No. 6" will be
the main piece on the program.
T.he symphony is in five move~
menta. It was composed last summer and was written for the Civic
Symphony and Kurt Frederick.
Parts were copied for the orchestra by members of Sigma Alpha
Iota here on the campus.
"This is the second of my symphonies that has been completed
in Albuquerque," said Krenek. "It
would seem that the beauties of
the country of New Mexico have
consistently stimulated my symphonic imagination."
The remainder of the program
, will consist of works by Smetana,
Wagner, and Liszt.
A member of the music faculty
Morton Schoenfeld, will be the
soloist in the Liszt "Piano Con~ 1
certo in Eb Major."

'

Sherman Smith Speaks
Pr. Sherman Smith, director of
student affairs, spoke Monday
evening at a P-T. A. meeting at
Bandelier school on the topic "The
World Our Children Will Live In.''

WILUAM HOWARD DOANe LIBRARY
DENISON UNIVERSITY

WITH THG HOllYWOOD STARS

.. I
'
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Infra-red Lamp
Foils Students
Two students, arrested Sunday
for allegedly turning in a false
fire alarm, forfeited $100 appearance bonds Monday.
Police detected the pair by examining their hands with an infra-red lamp. All fire-boxes in Albuquerque are treated with a
chemical which shows up under
infra-red inspection.

Editorship Posts
Open Until April 3
New editors and business managers :for the three campus publicatiorls will be chosen at the April
4 mlleting of the Publications
Board, it was announced last week.
Applicants for the positions are
asked to submit letters to board
chairman Dr. Frank C. Hibben before midnight, April 3.
According to the student constitution, .any regularly enrolled
student with a 1.3 aggregate average who will be a junior or senior at the beginning of next se•
mestei• ma.y apply.

It's cold outside tltese nights,
Baby.
At least that's what Walter
Haas, instructor in mathematics
and astronomy at the University
will tell you as he sits until 3 or
4 a. m. several nights weeldy star
gazing through his six-inch telescope.
It is nothing new for Haas who
has been t1·aining his sights on
the sides for 17 of his 32 years.
It all started when his mother
presented him with a book on
astronomy and n Youngstown,
Ohio resident, John H. Chase, of·
:fered him use of his telescope.
From then on, Haas's intet•ests
have been a coordinated mass of
mathl:!matical formulae and astro•
nomical phenomena.
Having studied under Dr. Lin•
coln LaPaz as Ohio State, Haas
was chosen as a mathematics In·
structor and an astronomer for
the Institute o:f Meteoritics, Here
he found clear sldes and a win-

try-cold back yard ftlr his incessant search of the heavens over
Albuquerque.
No sooner here in 194G, than
the young astronomer started corresponding with amateur students
of the planets in the United
States, Canada, Dutch Guiana,
British C o 1 u m b i a, England,
France, Switzerland, Germany,
Japan, and South Africa.
Soon his correspondence became
so heavy that in self defense he
started to odit the Strolling Astronomer, official publication of
the Association of Lunar and
Planetary Observers.
Although the observers are "on
their own," certain astronomers
have charge of information about
~pecific objects, whether it be Juplter, .Mars, Mercury, Saturn, or
the !lfoon. Haas' particular inter•
est 1s the moon and he has dug
up so much vital information
about the planet that a hitherto
undiscovered crater on the moon
has been named in hls honor.
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Engineers' Day Features
New Theme, Open House

Sigma Clii, perennial men's
champs in the yearly stunt night
antics, withdrew from competition
late yesterday. The reason for the
unexpected action of the :fraternity was not disclosed.
Competition among the men's
entries is expected to be sharpened
by the decision of Sigma Chi to
The V. A. confirmed the report
pull their boys off the stunt stage, . that over 5,000 disabled veterans
This late development reduces
to nine the number of organiza- are awaiting employment. These
tions which will show-off before disabled ex-seJ;vicemen all desire
the always-huge stunt night audi- on-the-job training under public
ence tomorrow. Sie:ma Chi's entry law 16. Despite their willingness,
was to be called "Serenade.'' •
most of them have been :waiting
The w o men's organizations on lists more than a month.
which will appear and their
Industry, business and office
themes ate:
work
head the list of desired
Alpha Chi Omega, "Manhattan work. However,
after the V. A. reInterlude;" Alpha Delta Pi, habilitates the vet, the only thing
"Dreamer's Holiday;" Chi Omega, for him to do is get on one of the
"It's Magis;" Kappa Kappa Gam- aforementioned lists and wait.
ma, "Gyns,;" Pi Beta Phi, "Bot- Business establishments, industry
tom of the Sea;" and Kappa Al- and the like have to carry the ball
pha Theta, "Aladdin's Lamb.''
from there.
Remaining in the men's cateEmployers desiring to take on
gory, Kappa Sigma will present public
law 16 trainees may con"Hawaii;" Phi Delta Theta, tact their nearest V. A. field of"Vaudeville;" and Pi Kappa Al- fices :for f~ll details.
pha, "Minstrel Show.''
Women will be judged on beauty of effect and the male contest- Sig Eps Initiate
ants on humor. Trophies will be
awarded for first place and honArthur Jelinek, La Grange, Ill.,
Ol'able mention in each classifica- was initiated into Sigma Phi Eption.
silon Feb. 27 at the chapter house.

5000 Veterans
Seeking Work
Under P.L. 16

Star Gazer Haas Undeterred by Cold
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World Premier Tonight in Carlisle· Sigma Chi'With~raws
•
' From Stunt N1ght;
Symphony Composed 1n Albuquerque Nine Shows Slated
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CO·STARRING IN

Cline Quits Race

Haas listed a few of the highlights of the mass observations
since 194 7; definite knowledge of
drifts of clouds on Jupiter's surface, evidence that a portion of
Venus that is not lighted by the
sun is visible by some other illumination, discovery of some meteors
in the lunar atmosphere of the
moon, a detailed map of Murs for
the current year, . and excellent
mapping of selected regions of the
moon.
The Albuquerque astronomer
savs his observations on even the
coldest nights in New Mexico do
not entail the hardships of many
of his fellow associates. Miss Antoinette Hoth in Ontario reports
continued gazing with the thermometer standing at 27 below
zero.
Haas keeps. in touch with the
hundreds of fellow workers by telephone, cabegrams, ni'ght letters,
and air mail letters and then digests the .information in the offi·
cial publiMtion which goes to
some 150 monthly.
·

By J.ack Gill
A new theme is planned for the
Engineers' Day celebration Friday and Saturday, Instead of
"horseplay" and "girlkissihg" as
a penalty for non-wearing of the
green, the engineers plan an open
house with exhibits and demonstrations.
Sanitary equipment, building
and highway construction materials wil lbe exhibited. Highlight
of activities . will be test\ng of
building blocks brought in by
home builders.
The celebration will be climaxed
by a semi-formal dance Saturday
night in the SUB, when the 1950
Engineers' Queen will be crowned.
Georgann Maltese of the Albuquerque School of Modeling will
pick the queen from six candidates. The winner will receive a
$100 scholarship from the modeling school.
The· candidates are: Connie
Meyer, Elaine Jackson, Catol
Jean Spencer,, . Ana Jean Alers,
Betty Jean Burbonia and Batbara
Godfrey.
.
The custom of putting out the
Greensheet Lobo will be continued, despite the new modified
theme, with Friday's issue.
Open house will be front 9 a. m.
to 6 p. m. Friday and. Saturday.

Searching the Skies • •

• •

Walter Haas and Telescope·
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